Partner with us. Join the stroke experts.

The 8th annual Canadian Stroke Congress, a joint initiative of Heart & Stroke and the Canadian Stroke Consortium, is Canada’s premier summit for national and provincial leaders in stroke research, recovery and care. With your support we can work towards achieving our goals:

• to increase capacity for stroke care in Canada; and
• To encourage collaboration on ideas for stroke treatment, prevention and recovery.

Join us to contribute to the advancement of stroke treatment, prevention and recovery as a partner of one of Canada’s leading charities in this field.

**Impact Goals**

• Decrease the risk factors for heart disease and stroke by 10% by 2020
• Reduce Canadians’ rate of death from heart disease and stroke by 25% by 2020

**Sponsor Benefits**

• Unique exposure and interaction of sponsor with stakeholders in stroke care continuum
• Exposure to over 800 delegates from Canada and around the world
• Access to a distinct audience to build relationships and expand networks
• Symposium opportunities
• Recognition in Congress materials
• Opportunity to emphasize commitment to stroke care advancement
**Grand Patron**
As a Grand Patron sponsor, you have the opportunity to present a symposium (accreditation TBD) with no competing events – ensuring maximum attendance and exposure. In addition, sponsors at this level have the benefit of elite recognition on Congress materials, such as the Congress App, website, signage and an exhibitor booth. Grand Patron sponsors receive 4 complimentary VIP passes and 4 exhibitor passes.

**Patron**
As a Patron sponsor, you will receive the benefit of hosting a symposium (unaccredited) session during peak hours. Sponsors at this level also receive recognition in Congress materials, newsletters such as signage and Congress App. Patrons will also benefit from the dedicated promotion of their symposium session in Congress communications leading up to the event, 3 complimentary VIP passes and 2 exhibitor passes, along with an exhibitor booth.

**Benefactor**
As a Benefactor sponsor, you will receive an exhibitor booth with the unique opportunity to engage event participants. Activation opportunities include:

- Sponsorship of the Exhibitor and Poster Reception
- Photobooth activation
- Relax & Recharge station
- Health Break sponsor

Sponsors at this level are also offered recognition on Congress materials, signage as well as on several online platforms such as the Congress App and Congress website.

**Exhibitor**
Exhibitors are what bring the Exhibit Hall to life. As an Exhibitor, you will be provided with an exhibitor booth, 2 complimentary passes and an opportunity to speak to hundreds of stroke care providers. You will receive recognition on Congress materials such as signage, Congress App and website.

**Investment Amount**
$3,000 - $50,000

**Contact Information**
Nicole McVan
Tel: 416-489-7111-3040
Email: Nicole.McVan@heartandstroke.ca

---

NOTE:
- Accreditation fees are additional cost to partner
- Food, beverage and activation fees are at an additional cost to partner, where applicable